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TIS DEFECTIVE SICHTING ARRANGEMENT OF THE MANN OICHER-CARCANO RIFIE 
by Richard Bernabei 

The burden of this report References 
we 

This report concerns matters related to the sighting arrange- 
ment of the liannlicher-Carecanc, caliber 6.5 mm, rifle whieh 
allegedly was used in the assassination of President Kennedy. 

The examination results in the econelusion that certain 
statements made by J. Hdgar Hoover. by FBI firearms expert 
Robert Frazier. an#é by the Warren Report faisely indicate 
that the rifle was easily capable of causing the *resident's 
wounds . 

This report should not be construed os necessarily besring 
om questions related te conditions that might have prevailed 
at the time of the assassination. It merely indicates that the 
relevant statements of Hoover, Frazier, and the Warren Report 
are false and leed to the unwarranted conclusion that the rifle 
could easily have accomplished the assassination of the Fresident. 

The backeround of the issue to be discussed 

On 27 November 1963, at the FBI firing renge in Washington, 
FBI agents Robert Frazier, Cortland Cunningham, ané Charlies 
ik Killion first test-fired the rifle by firing three shots each 
at targets located 15 yards from the firing line. The target 
fired by Frazier and ' Gunninghan was intréduced as Cl 548; 
Killion's target is Ul 549. The six bullets fired by Frazier 
and Curmingham struck approximately 4 inches high and 1 ingsh 
to the right of the point of aim; Killion's three shots struck 
approximately 2: inches high and 2 ineh to the right of the (opestornator*) 
point of aim. r 

tater on the same day, Frazier fired six shots at 25 yards 
into the target that was subsequently introduced as CE 550, 
Five of the six shots grouped 4 to 5 inches high ané 1 to 2 inches 
to the right of the point of sim. A sixth shot struck low and . 
well outside the 5-shet group. (ge #04) 

On 16 March 1964, Frazier alone fired a third series of 
targets on the FBI range at Quantico, Virginia; Frazier fired 
these targets at 100 yards. Four 100-yard targets were intro- 
duced as CEs 552-554. Before firing this series, Frazier 
unsuccessfully attempted to adjust the seepe-sight so that the 
bullets would strike where the seope was aimed. The internal 
adjusting machanism of the scope was unstable, and Frazier sould 
not properly align the sight. but for the purposes of his test 
he was satisfied when the bullets struck 100-yard targets 
approxinately 8 inches high ant 3 te 4 inshes te the right of (op. fo4—-H403) 
the point of aim. oe 

* Uniess otherwise noted, page references ere for Frazier'’s 
31 March 1964 testimony in volume 3 of the Warren Commia« 
sion's "Hearings".
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Eganination of ballistic data 

The three main factors which affect the esiculation of 
bullet trajectory are the caliber, weight. and velocity of 
the bullet in question. The Mannlicher-Careano rifle Pires 
caliber 6.5 mm bullets of 160 erains weight. Frazier measured 
the muzzle velocity of several bullets fired from the 
Mannlicher-Carcano rifle, and determined that the averare 
muzzle velocity of all the shots was £165 feet per second. (p. #08) 

Cp. 447.) 

Because s Mannlicher-Carcano rifle and 6.5 x 52 mm senn- 
licher~-Caresno cartridges which it fires were not available, 
the e¢aleulations described below relate specificly to the 6.5mm 
bullet which is used in the cartridge designated as 6.5 ¥ §3 amen 
KRannlicher-cchoenauer. ‘The ilannlicher-Sehoenauer fires 6.5 mm 
bullets of 160 grains weirsht at a muzzle velocity of 2160 feet 
per second. However, the calculations apply generally to ony 
6.5 mm bullet of 160 erains weight with a muzzle velosity of 
about 2160 feet per second. The difference hetween the two 
cartridges in question is insignificantly small; the results ftsee 
of calculations and tests based on the Mannlicher-Schoenaver “note below) 
are equally valid for the mannlicher-Cercano, 

The location of the scope sight with respect to the rifle 
bore must also be considered in determining the trajectory of 
bullets fired under the circumstances of the defective sighting 
arrangement of the Mamnlicher-Careano rifle that Frazier used. 
Measurement of an exact replica of the scope-mowted Manniicher- 
Gareano rifle disclosed that the midline of the sight was 13 
inches above and < inch to the left of the midline of the bore. 
in the test described below, the scope was mounted 1$ inches 
directly above the bore. The verticle trajectory of bullets 
could therefore be determined both by calenlation and by actual 
test-firing, but the lateral trajectory could be determined 
oniy by calculation. 

+ 6.6 mm Mamnlicher-~Schoenauer rifle with a scope nounted 
14 inches above the bore was sighted so that bullets struek 
4 inches high when fired at an aiming point on a tarret 15 yards 
away. This sighting arranrement corresponds precisely with the 
sighting srremgement of the Mamnlicher-Careano rifle when 
Frazier and Cunnunghsam fired CE 548, the first target that 
Frazier introduced as a Commission Uxhibit. The computed point 
of impect for bullets fired under the designated conditions 
is 29 inches high at 100 yards. Test-firing tends to verify 
the computation; bullets fired at targets 100 yards distant (Exhibit 
from the muzzle of the Mannlicher-Schoenauer rifle erouped attracted) 
284 inches high of the point of aim. 

Computation of the lateral trajestory is based on the loca- 
tion of the secpe ¢ inch to the left of the bore, and a sighting 
arrancement that causes bullets to strike 1 inch to the right 
of the point of aim at 15 yards. The somputed point of impact 
for bullets fired under those conditions 1s 52 inches to the (Ebi 
right of the point of aim at 100 yards. This computation was aitached) 
not verified by test firing. 
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The knowledge that Frazier fired 100<yard tarcets under 
the conditions of a defective sighting arrangement that at 
least approximated the conditions which existed when he fired 
the rifle in Weshington comes from his testimony at 3H405. 
Asked why the shots on CE's 551-554 were striking slightly 
high and to the right. Frazier replies: 

When we attempted to sight in this rifle at Guantico, 
we Pound that the elevation adjustment in the tele- 
scopic sight was not sufficient to bring the point of 
impact to the aiming point. In attempting to adjust 
and sight-in the rifle, ete... 

It is evident that Frazier test-fired the rifle before 
attempting properly to align the sight. Even if the high 
trajectory escaped his notice at the short range in Washing- 
ton, Frazier cannot have avoided knowing that at 100 yards 
the bullets were on a trajectory about 29 inches high of the 
point of aim; he must have observed it on the first target 
that he fired. Only his knowledge of the exceedingly high 
trajectory would impell him to efijust the scope. 

A little later in his testimony Frazier says: 
We sighted the scope in relatively close, _ Cp.40b) 

but it is clear from the question that he was asked and from 
the context of the passage that he means eclese to the point 
of nim on the target, not close to the target itself. Nothing 
in Prazier's testimony or elsewhere suggests that any firing 
at Quantico was done at a range less than 100 yards. 

The loose scope mount 

Shortly after testifying that the defective sighting 
arrangement, if it had existed at the time of the assassination, 
“would actually compensate for any lead which had to be taken", 
and thereby would render the shooting easier, Frazier discicses 
that the mount which supports the secpe was loosely attached 
to the rifle when he received it: 

oe - this mount was loose on the rifle when we received 
4%. And apparently the seope had even been taken off 
the rifle, in searching for fingerprints on the rifle. (o-4t) 

Frazier himself then draws a most relevant sonelusion from that 
diselosure: 

So that actually the war it was sighted-in when we got 
4% does not necessarily mean it was sighted in that way 
when it was abandoned. 

That information makes moct all other discussion concerning the 
condition of the sighting arrangement at the time of the shoot- 
ing. There should have been no further reference to the sight- 
ing arrangement.



fonsiusion 

This report does not examine the assassination of the 
President; it examines the analysis and the analysers of 
the ballistic data which led the writers of the Warren 
Report to issue the false and wnwarranted assertion that 
"the defect ( in the sighting arrangement) was one which 
would have assisted the assassin, etc." 

That assertion was developed from material which ought 
not to have been applied to questions about the actual 
eonditions of the assassination. The ssope mount was loosely 
attached to the rifle when Frazier received it, and apparently 
it had been removed before test-firing. Now and even at that 
time, no reasonable conjecture can be made concerning the 
alignment of the scope at the time of the assassination. 

Not only is the unwarranted assertion false, it is 
precisely the opposite of the truth. The defective sighting 
arrangement that existed when Frazier first fired the rifle 
would not have facilitated accurate shooting; in fact, it 
would have been a considerable detrinent. 

Moreover, it is highly probable that Robert Frazier knew 
that his statement, “it would be necessary to take no lead 
whatsoever in order to hit the intended object", is false. 

Exhibits 
The following exhibits are attached: 

1) An illustration of the verticle trajectory of bullets 
fired under the conditions of the defective sighting 
arrangenent . 

2) An illustration of the lateral trajectory of bullets 
fired wider the conditions of the defective sighting 
arrangenent. 

3) An illustration of the normal sighting arrangement 
for the 6.5 mm Mannilicher-Seheenanuer (also applies 
for 6,5 mm Manniicher-Carcano). 

End 

Richard Bernabei 
Department of Classics 
Queen's University 
Kingston, Ontario 

Canada
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Relevant Balliséic Data 
: Caliber: 6.5 x 53mm Manniicher- Schoen aver 

Weight : 160 grains 
Muzzle Velocity ; 2160 feet per second 

Trajectory for rifle sighted-in at 150 yards (norma! fir thés caliber): bullet crosses the 
line of sight at aS.S yards, passes 5” above the line of sight at WSyards, 

creses the line of Sight agaim at /§C yards, passes ¥* below the line 
of Sight at 200 yards.


